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When giving form to something, in the classical sense,

authored by the one maker of it all. This means that the

pictorial or aesthetic equation with the logical, one

relationship between the creator of the whole and

it is all set off by deciding what there is that is to be

artist must look at the forms that are already out there

finds that they are of the same shape and this shape

the artist, and sees this as a premise for how the

given form. This procedure is fundamental. Rhetoric is

and seek to arrange their representation within his

or form is then what is classic. It provides orderly

artist should find himself as part of this whole - the

devising norms of such forms of presentation, and the

work, so that his minor adornment may be presented

conditions through classes and elements subordinate

artist in romanticism turns autonomous and emerges

first step is the gesture towards a thing, case, or object

as tribute to the prime creation. This is a classic form

or superior in hierarchies within an idiom of a whole.

self-defined by his faculties, fecundity and the force

that will be subject to the formative procedure. This is

where the artist looks at something already given and

It is a whole that is viewed by its part from an outside

of the work; which as a truth value increasingly will

referred to as Inventio. One may think of it as breathing

where he must subtract by selection, and then arrange

position in a quest for belonging.

be returned to the moving spirit of the genius of

a substance into one´ s formative faculties before one

this as it best suits his purpose.

breathes out its form, much like spoken language /

the artist. The articulation of this idea in artistic
The opposite of this is found in modern predicate

form can be found with Goethe or Austen. By the

speech, which is the privileged medium in the context

Junius is a pastor and also the son of a major church

logic, where one does not seek external reference,

invention of unmarked or free indirect speech,

of rhetoric. This is also referred to as hylomorphism

reformer, and there is an overarching form here

but immanence within the function of the equation.

neither the narrator nor the protagonist speaks,

pointing to that there

that appears thoroughly organized, complete, and

One does not see the equation in relation to anything

but a work-implicit nonspecific voice, one without

is a subtrate of matter that is given form from outside

wholesome, far beyond mere matters of art. At the

outside of it, but in its force of present potentiality.

a given personae, as we think the narrator as one

of the matter itself – and in that order.

foundation of this extended whole there is also

By aid of techniques like quantifying and varying the

person and the protagonist another. This voice

syllogistic logic, where a relationship between two

general, in this logic there is no longer a search for

may be the presenting language and its form, the

One description of this classical order in the context

parties across an equation relates to at least a third

distinctions or boundaries between wholes and its

overall more or less described circumstance that

of plastic arts is by the Dutch pastor and philologist

party. One has the case of a specific relation, that is

parts. One looks for active functions with specific

builds the narrative, or an inner voice in the readers

Franciscus Junius. In 1637 he wrote that artists since

sought to be met by an assertion of a truth in reference

movement and momentum that develop the form of

conscience, etc. etc.. When reading Flaubert, who

antiquity have been given their subject matter from

to a third singularized generalizing party: if A equals B

the equation itself, in relation to its potentiality for

cultivates this form, the reader becomes immersed

within the divine creation, and that the calling of the

and B equals C then follows that A equals C, – B being

just such a shift of the overall situation of power; as

in a vaguely defined haze where narrator, reader,

artist is to beautify this. Since he himself is but a part

the third party. This is a classical logic where everything

one is oneself an implicit, inventive member of this

or protagonist, together with some other voice or

of it, the artist must modestly and carefully address a

must in some way be connected and given a warrant

operation and movement. There is pure immanence

voices, become diffused within a space of potential

smaller section of the Creation, and his work is to be

provided by some external and general reference,

and no real outside position from where to observe

and indistinct forms. The work becomes a self-

understood as an ornament and attribution to this

much in the same way that the artists of Junius` must

what takes place. This is the romantic state of affairs.

sufficient environment or world, more real in itself

far more original, larger, and more complete work;

relate to an external complete work. By comparing the

While Junius assumes that there is an enclosed

than what it eventually serves as model for in

(greek hyle - matter and morphe - form)
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anything external. As in a Turner painting where the

other agencies than his own for it to become authentic

of most things, including the plastic art object, is

matter, as everything that appears is a formation of the

sensation of weather is a condition of the meteorology

randomness. Arp turns his back to the immediate

changed. The work of art is absolutely not a mere part

always already signified. Some sort of an equivalent to

of painting itself.

continuum of his work procedure and finds the arbitrary

of a complete whole as with Junius, and by no means

the subconscious in such a field would be a concrete

to have happened when his attention was elsewhere.

is it the negative, as in it endlessly being fragmented

distancing trace, placed with conceptual rigour, in a

In late formalized romanticism - Modernism - it is the

The missing part is, as he has “happened as author

and open, like in the modern. It seems most probably

position where it provides real depth to the overall.

actual formality of our concise performance within

outside of himself “, that he must find it as given by an

enmeshed as one of more parts and functions of

this haze that matters: our own capacity to construct

unknown. This is of course an intrigue with the negation

a greater assemblage of relaying devices as an

The structuring of this may be to connect actual formal

conditions in a nonlimited world viewed from its

of the classical. In his later work he articulates this as the

effectuating member bound in nets of consequence, in

and material aspects of what is brought by inventio, into

inside performing a gaze out towards a constantly

space between what has already happened and what is

above or below levels of sustainable complexity of the

real chains and links, denoted by their proper names,

receeding horizon defined and coded by the form of

yet to be. Like a spacetime stretch where he figuratively

overall network, above or under which the system itself

and connect these as a distancing series probing

the work itself. This is an anthropocentric universe that

diffuses or erases what has already taken place, and

will not be able to be maintained.

a depth of consequence – viewed at close range

is now marked by the fact that we have imposed our

vaguely suggests what may come, he is formulating an

performance’s signature onto everything producing

extension of an intermediary in such a way that we, the

One proceeding to meet this might be to invert the

step of the procedure founding what has eventually

our milieu - absolutely everything - eventually our very

recipients of the work, will move around the sculpture

modern sign, with its split between the signifier and

become visual.

own premise. We are given preconditions formed by

without it completely taking place. We can’t really find

the signified, mirroring the relationship of matter and

the effects of our own previous formative procedures,

our footing regarding wherefrom we see what we can´t

form in a hylomorphic set. Once the Anthropocene is

adding a different temporal dimension to the condition

really find; but which is tangibly present.

given as the overall condition, the initial movement

claiming a consistent conceptual presence at every

from matter to form logically implies a potential turn

of the planet as it at this moment in our history is in
the firm grip of our own formulation and production of

Within abstraction, this central tributary within modern art,

into a movement from form to – “some-thing” closer

both space and time.

this open is maintained by producing the space between

to matter. So, you process form to obtain matter –

a present signifying form and a distanced or close to

distancing or abstracting what is the effect of one´s

A century ago, in the fully developed and mature stage

absent signified. The Modern itself is actually nothing but

production far enough to appear more neutral,

of the modern world, plastic artist Hans Arp seeks the

the very production of this spacing, as all matter and all

retracted, distant and complex - made from articulate,

random as a key to its reality and finds that he himself

things have become arbitrarily coded and detached signs.

tracible and already signified actions down to its very

cannot produce it, as he learns that it will need input by

But then the condition of the general circumstance

core. This implies that there is no such thing as neutral

S.R. Oslo 2021
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In 1993 various volumes of clay (moist silt) were aggregated into bodies inside
of the cavity of a wedge-formed mould. This mould was initially intended for
something else. I did not visually observe what I did to the clay inside the
mould, so the forms were made in the dark. This was performed spontaneously
as some sort of blind gesture without any preparatory exercise or any distinct
idea or expected outcome of the procedure. I made eight such forms that
later were cast in bronze. Out of these bronzes, new moulds were made.
Last winter, in the mould of one of these, a plaster cast was made twice and
these two identical elements were assembled and fixed mirroring each other,
suspended diagonally in the horizontal/vertical grid.

multpl blnd I
2020

17 x 17 x 19 cm.

Wax on shellac on bone black in gelatine on plaster of Paris.

Modelled in Trondheim1993. Cast in bronze Oslo 1994. Exhibited Bergen 1994. Cast in plaster and assembled in Oslo 2020, Exhibited Bergen 2021.
6

So there are these eight small sculptures modelled in the blind that were cast
via lost wax into bronze – close to three decades ago. They were exhibited
in a gallery space. Photographic documentation of the show was kept in the
archives of the gallery, and then more than twenty years later, these pictures
are used as background information for digital triangulation, the end result of
which is the production of a three-dimensional form. This form here, by the
looks of it, seems to have been based on more than one of the sculptures. I am
not sure about this as it was performed by someone else at their own initiative,
and I have not made any enquiry into the matter. They were permitted to do
this given that I got to keep the object resulting from the procedure. The form
was sintered into a plastic shell that was used to make a mould for a plaster
of Paris cast. In this work, such a plaster cast has been split and reassembled
somehow in line with the material itself, as plaster of Paris is made from
crustacean exoskeletal residue. After 42 million years the sediment has been
heated to obtain a re-setting capacity, so that one by adding water to the
powdered residue can transform the material from dry powder via a liquid
state to setting into a solid. The form sets from liquid to crystalline much in the
same way as the exoskeletal function in the original form itself. In sculpture,
this shelling capacity of the residue of shellfish is somehow re-evoked. The
surface’s skin is the conjunction between an inside and an outside and this is
what is visually presented as the work, formally marked by this aforementioned
blind, alienated sequence.

multpl blnd II
2020

21 x 37 x 17,5 cm

Wax on shellac on bone black in gelatine on plaster of Paris.

Modelled in studio in Trondheim 1993. Cast in bronze in Oslo 1994. Exhibited and later photographed in Bergen 1994. Digitally triangulated based on more
than one photograph of more than one sculpture in China 2015. Exhibited in Oslo 2016. Cast in plaster in Oslo 2019. Exhibited in Bergen 2021.
8

From the same mould as the previous work, yet another replica, or a section
of it, is cast in plaster of Paris. What is missing is articulated by sharply defined
planes, drawing the interface between the object presented and what is left
out and not presented. The plaster is painted with shellac to bind the surface,
and is subsequently used in a following layer to bind pigment. Shellac is made
from the secretion of the female lacquer beetle. She is herself naked and
produces the secretion to construct a burrowing architecture sheltering herself
and her offspring. The dimorphous character of the species is articulated
by the fact that the individual male member is an ”ordinary” beetle with an
exoskeletal structure while the female lacks this and must produce her skeletal
construct as an architectural prosthesis made from animal resin. There is a
relationship between the plaster of Paris and the shellac by the fact they both
have an exoskeletal origin. They belong to the same family of functions as the
shell that is cast off the alienated blind gesture. In the set of layers, of shells,
skins, and surfaces – there is a consistency on the formal level, as a function of
what may be read as a less than solid foundation.

multpl blnd III
2020

31 x 24 x 17,5 cm

Enamel paint and wax on shellac on bone black in gelatine on plaster of Paris.

Modelled in the studio in Trondheim 1993. Cast in bronze in Oslo 1994. Exhibited and later photographed in Bergen 1994. Digitally triangulated based
on more than one photograph of more than one sculpture in China 2015. Exhibited in Oslo 2016. Cast in plaster in Oslo 2019. Exhibited in Bergen 2021.
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The previously described object was subsequently optically scanned threedimensionally, and digitally altered in a computer. Afterwards it was sintered
in two versions, slightly altered in size and proportions within the x, y, and z
grid. Moulds were made from these, within which complete and less complete
casts have been made. These are coated with wax on shellac on top of bone
black pigment embedded in a layer of gelatine. Bone black is produced by
exposing endo-skeletal material to heat with limited presence of oxygen in
the not complete combustion, resulting in a material that reflects no light. The
binder, gelatine is made from endoskeletal material and connective animal
tissue. In this piece, it is again coated with wax on shellac. The planar cut is
coated with black reflective enamel lacquer.

multpl blnd IV
2020

9 x 27x 13 cm

Enamel paint and wax on shellac on bone black in gelatine on plaster of Paris.

Modelled in the studio in Trondheim 1993. Cast in bronze in Oslo 1994. Exhibited and later photographed in Bergen 1994. Digitally triangulated based
on more than one photograph of more than one sculpture in China 2015. Exhibited in Oslo 2016. 3D printed object scanned in Oslo 2017. Scan digitally
manipulated and sintered in London 2018. Cast in plaster and manipulated in Oslo 2019. Exhibited in Bergen 2021.
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In the text “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction”, Walter
Benjamin points to the fact that mechanical reproduction initially was known
and present as part of the production of three-dimensional artefacts. In the
production of sculptural objects, the mould serves as keeper of the form as
traceable memory through the various movements of the form, from one
material to the next. The replicative presence of the negative of the form,
as the idea of the work in a dormant state, relates to the idea of subtractive
sculpture proper, where the sculptor by subtraction releases what is a figure
hidden within a block of material.
The main concern for Benjamin, however, is the loss of aura connected to
the mechanical reproduction of the individual work of art. The aura of the
work of art is accumulated through the conclusive subsumption of matter and
technique into form, through the hylomorphic plastic procedure leading to
a finished work, connecting the temporal and spatial plastic procedure in its
movement towards the converging point of it being concluded and present
in view. When this very singular end result is replicated, the individuated
work of art is distributed and dispersed across more members, and loses the
authentic point of touch between a historic cumulative procedure of a work as
it appears to the spectator in her immediacy.
When however, mechanical reproduction takes place at various stages
throughout the making of the work, it is somehow not totally bereft of auratic
presence. But at the same time it is to soe degree freed from attached
characteristics of the aura, as in finalised, countable, accumulated, singularized

multpl blnd V

and subsumable and thereby translatable and exchangeable towards an
outside representational regime, be it meaning, commodity value or politics.
The work will keep its authentic state, but be absolved from its condensation
into a singular object – as figure.

2020

16 x 25 x 13,5 cm

Enamel paint and wax on shellac on bone black in gelatine on plaster of Paris.

Modelled in the studio in Trondheim 1993. Cast in bronze in Oslo 1994. Exhibited and later photographed in Bergen 1994. Digitally triangulated based
on more than one photograph of more than one sculpture in China 2015. Exhibited at Oslo 2016. 3D printed object scanned in Oslo 2017. Scan digitally
manipulated and sintered in London 2018. Cast in plaster Oslo 2019. Exhibited in Bergen 2021.
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Enamel paint is a generic description of various kinds of lacquer usually made
for outdoor use where the weather conditions are variable. They usually form
a glossy hard surface, pointing to the association with vitreous enamel, which
originally is made by melting glass and pigment. The specific kind of enamel
paint used here is made for application on small scale models of real objects.
The application of the paint is made by layering thin layers with a fine sable
mop, first in diluted layers using a solvent and later in un-diluted. The reflective
surface imports information from the surrounding space, adding to the overall
skin or sheen of the work.

multpl blnd VI
2020

12 x 15 x 28 cm

Enamel paint and wax on shellac on bone black in gelatine on plaster of Paris.

Modelled in the studio in Trondheim1993. Cast in bronze in Oslo 1994. Exhibited and later photographed in Bergen 1994. Digitally triangulated based
on more than one photograph of more than one sculpture in China 2015. Exhibited in Oslo 2016. 3D printed object scanned in Oslo 2017. Scan digitally
manipulated and sintered in London 2018. Cast in plaster and Oslo 2019. Exhibited in Bergen 2021.
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The interior of the photographic camera is in principle an enclosed orthogonal
box shape. It facilitates the controlled transportation of light through the
punctuation of the enclosure and safeguards its measured exposure onto the
plane facing the incoming beam perpendicularly. In this non-lit environment,
the chosen light is to traverse the continuous darkness so that the sourced
light is not interfered with by internal reflection. There must be a distinct
separation of the incoming light and the dark space of the enclosed non-lit
environment. So, if one makes the decision to photograph empty boxes, of
which the external surfaces are visible, one is obviously in the terrain of mirrors,
spectacles, signifiers, representations, abstracts, suggestions, and allusions.
I make a lot of exposures without looking in the camera and make sure I obtain
a mass to subtract from, to find stuff in this closed reflective environment,
to choose from a surplus of possibilities, and then expose this choice to a
completely open digital tool, that actually has few boundaries or limits, as it
is a complete and real synthesizer that can make anything from anything –
given that it is digitally pixelized and flat. One quality to be observed is the
relationship between base and background, what seems to be the subject, the
various colours and textures and how they may set a distinction as in how they
relate as separate and collocated entities belonging in their circumstance.

yellow
2020
edition 1/5

print area 56,5 x 58 cm

inkjet print on rag paper on aluminium.

Constructed in London 2016, painted and photographed in Oslo 2017. Picture digitally prepared in Oslo 2020, printed in Oslo 2021. Exhibited in Bergen
2021.
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There is a drop or fall towards the bare minimum of cult presence in all images.
Inside of this tautological mirroring chamber it belongs to the very form: the
frontal presentation of a state that takes place in a space discrete from the
space from which you are observing it. These boxes are made from book board
primed with gesso and painted with Prussian and cerulean blue bound in egg
tempera. There will always be this thing to get at; a replication of the clear
colour intensity of tempera paint. Some painting media enclose the pigment
in the binder and participate in the act of reflection to some degree. A sparse
use of tempera seems to leave the pigment, the bare reflective mineral, not
to be inflected upon or interfered with by the media itself. This underpins the
capacity of the picture to retract from medial presence in the finished work
even when reproduced in photography. The pictures are sheens, transporting
the presence of an elsewhere to a here, through some distancing intermediary
agent. The quest is for a recapture and to find again at close range a touching
of the immanent loss present in all pictures, to work on its capacity for loss.

tempera
2020
edition 1/5

print area 37 x 39,5 cm

inkjet print on rag paper on aluminium

Constructed, painted and photographed in Paris 2020. Printed in Oslo 2021.
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There are three shadows. One is the overall shadow that covers all visible
elements that are not reflecting the general light source; stuff being in the
shadow. The second is the own shadow itself, how the lit object distributes the
reflection of light according to its surface´s planar directionality, relative to the
direction of incoming light. The third is the cast shadow being the shadow of
something drawn by the presence of something between a light source and
the object upon which the shadow is cast. Penumbra is the dark field defined
by the cast shadow.
The penumbra is a complex phenomenon by the fact that the border is
perceptually enhanced so that the border seems darker or lighter than the
general extension of the field of the shadow. In the perception of the visual
information there may also occur a punctuation at the centre of the penumbra,
as the object producing it itself is reflecting light back into its shadow.

penumbra
2020
edition 1/5

print area 16 x 23,5 cm

inkjet print on rag paper on aluminium

Constructed in Oslo 2011, photographed in Paris 2014. Printed in Oslo 2020
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A wedge is a volumetric form that expands from a linear singular dimension to
a rectangular planar two-dimensional definition. Between the two is a threedimensional continuum expanding or contracting according to observation;
the way it is seen; by the directional projection of its being read. Here the
observation point is a middle position merging the printed pictorial surface
and the image of the picture; the monovalent material and colour, the upwards
diminishing pictorial space and the expanding actual space perpendicular to
the picture plane in the opposite direction of the gaze. This is invented by
the pictorial organization the product of which is a continuum between the
nothing at the top limit of the printed picture and the not nothing at the back
of the viewer. An element of this is the connection between the retracting end
of the pictorial space and the upper extensional edge of the in ink printed
picture´s surface.

wedge I
2020
edition 1/5

print area 23 x 28 cm

inkjet print on rag paper on aluminium

Constructed, photographed and digitally prepared in Oslo 2009. Printed Oslo 2020
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The construct here that is being exposed to the photographic apparatus,
both the table-top, and the volumetric shapes distributed on its surface, is
made from meranti. Meranti is a species of trees growing in southeast Asian
rainforests which has been distributed in the global market for a long time
as cheap plywood. I myself bought this for the density of the grain and the
variable colouring of it, as well as for its low cost. Meranti belongs to the Shorea
family named after Sir John Shore, the governor-general of the British East
India Company, 1793–1798. It has been off the market and banned in Norway
since 2008 lest it be certified that it is farmed in sustainable environments that
do not infringe upon the aboriginal rainforest, which of course constitutes
some form of contradiction ( balancing act) . I had the sheets of meranti used
here lying in my storage for decades prior to the ban, unable to dispense
of them because of what I thought to be particular aesthetic qualities. The
translation between the wedge´s more and less, and the right and wrong
of the placement of meranti withing the picture, and the awareness of the
shrinking aboriginal rainforest, somehow becomes pictorial matter – or the
picture becomes a forcing of the potential or the possibility of such a chain to
be linked into presence as image.
wedge II
2020
edition 1/5

print area 23,5 x 24 cm

inkjet print on rag paper on aluminium

Constructed,photographed and digitally prepared in Oslo 2009. Printed Oslo 2020
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The removal of colour may be performed in many ways. One way is by choice
of non-coloured paint to be applied onto what is photographed. Colour may
be removed by the use of film that is not sensitive to colour, or it may be
eliminated at the level of the digital working of what has been scanned into
presence on the computer screen. One may also work only with nothing but
value in a workspace that is full RGB colour, or one may work in a black and
white workspace. Thus, enters the question of how to limit a work to the value
of light. These objects were painted in values of grey and processed through
a coloured workspace all the way to the print and the awareness is connected
to restraint and abstinence which somehow filters back to what I have been
looking for as a potential quality in the print.

double vertical B/W
2020
edition 1/5

print area 21,2 x 30,8 cm

inkjet print on rag paper on aluminium

Constructed in London 2016, painted and photographed in Oslo 2017. Picture digitally prepared 2019. Printed Oslo 2020.
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The cult image in its basic form is a picture that directly and frontally projects
back to the spectator what is identified as present in its image. It is distinctly
framed in order to without distraction keep the attention on what is central
to its ideation and imago; the becoming of clarity to the correspondence
between the picture and the image and their mutual concept. It is a singular
fusing of the mental image, its apparition, and the reflection in the static
physical pictorial presence. In the photograph, it is a geometric presentation
in a space that is based on the onepoint central spectroscopy of the optical
pyramid that gathers the image /picture through a unifying point between the
lens of the camera and the spectator’s field of retinally distributed presence.
This function is replicated by the transportation through the optic nerve head,
unifying the metastable system of neurons in the brain with the distribution of
points on the printed surface of the picture.

double vertical colour
2020
edition 1/5

print area 25 x 39,5 cm

inkjet print on rag paper on aluminium

Constructed in London 2016, painted and photographed in Oslo 2017. Picture digitally prepared 2019. Printed Oslo 2020.
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Rudolf Arnheim develops a logic based upon the fact that the distribution of
operational elements in the pictorial plane and space, within the boundary of
the frame, all relates in some way or other to the centre. The centre is located
where perpendicular lines, raised horizontally and vertically from the middle
of the framing limits of the picture, meet the projected lines connecting the
diagonally opposite corners of the picture. The extent to which the picture
comes together within its boundary much depends on how this field extending
from this centre to the bordering limits of the area is organized, where and
with what accent the elements are placed and articulated.
In my case, much of what informs the pictorial procedure is based upon well
expected elements to be found slightly displaced. For the eye to take an
interest in it, it is met by and supported by suggestive fictions, over- and
underreading it, and inventing stuff for to support an interest. This provides
the attention needed for to develop some strategy for a consequence of
decisions to be made – regarding what formally seems overtly simplistic. The
distribution of the space surrounding the inert centre in this case was, when
working the picture, circulating around the fact that the pictorial is always
working a loss of its subject matter, as it has been removed and replaced
by the picture of it, and that an awareness of this replacement is the image
archive I

present in the picture.
2020
edition 1/5

print area 55,54 x 60 cm

inkjet print on rag paper on aluminium

Constructed and painted in 2006 Oslo. Photographed in Arendal 2007. Diigitally scanned and prepared 2008. Printed Oslo 2021.
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These boxes were made to be photographed and this took place in
Bomuldsfabriken Kunsthall in Arendal in 2007 when I was there to prepare
for a later exhibition. The exposures were made while I was aware of a real
problem of counterproductive circumstances. Not being a very skilloriented
photographer, I trusted the fact that however awkward the situation, some
information would be there left on the celluloid film for the scan to detect.
The boxes were photographed late in the day in a non-lit corridor where the
limited daylight was very unevenly distributed. There was not much light, the
exposure time was long and the aperture was wide open so the depth of
field is really narrow. It was lit from left to right with a surplus of light on the
right side and a deficit on the left. So, the result is a rather skinny, slim, and
unbalanced recording, on an utterly underexposed film. These missing or
negative aspects of the exposures are worked on digitally, so the very limited
information available in the scan is replicated and distributed fcused on
keeping and enhancing what is there. The limited access of information is the
premise of the overall operation, as these prints are more of a digital drawing
than a photographic recording.

archive II
2020
edition 1/5

print area 53,4 x 57 cm

inkjet print on rag paper on aluminium

Constructed and painted in 2006 Oslo. Photographed in Arendal 2007. Digitally scanned and prepared 2008. Printed Oslo 2021.
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These boxes were planned for and used as plinths for photographing small
size sculptures. As pictorial subject matter, and in this respect on their own,
they emit some presence of this function; that they are for something else; that
they are to serve some function absent in the picture. So, when placing them
in front of a camera they work in my view a function of being slightly displaced
and carry with them the idea of something lacking or being absent, not being
a loss in terms of what you look at, but as a gesture with a capacity or measure
in something not yet arrived at: that it takes on a function of expectancy. This
is in my view the image in this picture.
The actual print is made from a digital file that is worked in such a way that
small parts of the surface have been sampled, cloned, and then distributed
and reallocated where they perform logically within the frame of the overall
picture. In this way the picture resembles how the subject material is structured.
It is a material made by dissolving soft wood into fibres and adding wax and
glue for it to be made into a pulp that is then cast into flat sheet material with
an even distribution of the same elements throughout the extension of the
material. So, it is a breakdown of the composition of wood into its particles
that are distributed throughout their material extension in a uniform state
dissolving the tensions and differences of density in the original form.
In this picture, what suggests a whole, is split into two elements of slightly
different weight and value in the overall pictorial situation – or they are two

base itself

members of a potential endless series connected to form a relationship
outside of the series.

2020
edition 1/5

print area 74,3 x 134,9 cm

inkjet print on rag paper on aluminium

Constructed and photographed in London 2016. Printed Oslo 2020.
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